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Hey Motivators and Creators it's Michelle Christie

with another quick, training program for you.

I often get this question from clients that I'm

supporting with branding and marketing.

And the question is really simple. How do I get more

Likes on my Facebook page?

So my short answer to "How do you get more Likes?"

is to Engage more.

Now, how do you engage more is your next

question. Well, I'm going to share with you a tool

that you can use to get more engagement; get more

likes on your Facebook Business Page.

OK! So, let's hop over here to the tool that I'm going

to share with you to get more likes on your Facebook

page, are you ready? All right. Here we go!

LikeAlyzer.com
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This is a tool that you can use to get a lot of data

about your Facebook page and also, it will give you

some guidelines.

All right, so the first image you want to do is type

your Facebook U.R.L. here.

Or if you're not sure, just hop over to your Facebook

page in the nav bar, highlight the name of your

Facebook page.

Then right click, copy, go back to LikeAnalyzer;

 paste there. And then click on search.

Now, LikeAlyzer is going to do its thing...it's going to

analyze...it's fetching data and... There you go!

Review of MACsWomen Group. Our rank is sixty

three out of a 100, not bad at all. Let's scroll down a

bit.

It gives us more information about MACsWomen

Group. And it tells us page information here.
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Page name for the group we can go there. Category

which is organization, we can visit that. The name.

Our username which is MACsWomen Group. Our

Web site. So make sure that all of this data is there.

Milestones; we haven't added any, so we could

certainly add some milestones there. 

Like and Share and share your results over social

media as well, if you choose to do that.

And then it also gives you some page comparisons.

So, we are sixty three out of a hundred. And I guess

versus pages that are similar to ours.

Other pages are ranking in the fifty's. So we are

above rank, which is great.

Similar brands are at fifty three. We are at sixty

three so that's wonderful there.

It gives you a lot of data you guys. So you can go in

and really track how your Facebook page ranking.

And do some improvements there. 
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It gives us similar brands, we are a hundred and

eighty. I don't know out of how many, but lets click

on more stops and see what that is... probably

thousands and thousands.

But what's really cool is that it gives us the number

one page rank. So we're in the organization category

do you notice that? These are all organizations. And

that's why they're considering them to be brands

that are similar to ours.

Women of Faith. Oh wow. This is definitely one that

we could take a look at and see what's going on

there. Absolute of that! They are ranking 84.

Awesome, and they're also asking them to create

more engaging posts. So, I guess that a recommend

across the board for everyone.

Alright, let's go back to our MACsWomen. Let's go

back and... what's nice is that you can go through

and you can see what other brands are doing that

are ranked higher. And not copy their content or

swipe their
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information, but just take a look and see what

they're doing that we might be able to bridge a gap in

your industry.

Okay, so what's neat about this is that if you were to

click on any of these, it will tell you how you're

doing. It tells you what to do. So, with the number of

likes you should be able to engage more of your

followers.

Engagement rate. The engagement rate is calculated

by the total PTAT.

"People talking about this" that's what this stands for

and divided by the total number of likes. "Our

survey shows that in order to reach success on

Facebook you should have an engagement great

greater than seven percent." So, we have a ways to

go working on this.

So what's really cool about Likealyzer is, as you can

see, you can really go through and collect some

really good data around your page. And also figure

out what you can do to improve your rank there. 
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I would pay attention to what we can improve on.

So if you see these red X's, go ahead and click on

those. Our timing is way off. Generally we publish

anywhere except Fridays, we publish anywhere

from ten to about four P.M. in the afternoon.

Now this is in Greenwich Mean Time. I believe this

is about seven hours or so different from Eastern

Standard Time. But you can double check on that for

sure.

Here we talked about the page comparison. So that's

great. We talked about similar brands and you can

go ahead and see where you are ranked.

And also, LikeAlyzer gives you some links that are

specific to your Facebook business page. And how

you can get more information. So it's giving us some

selected readings. "Ten easy ways to expand your

Facebook reach and improve your engagement" so if

we're to click through there, it takes us to the

Meltwater.com  The people who created the

Likealyzer.
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And here it's getting us information from Likealyzer

that's specially selected for you based on the data

that they collect from your Facebook Business page.

So that's it for this training video. Engage more. Use

Likealyzer to collect data and improve on your

Facebook business page.

 

In closing, I'd like to say that we're always creating.

So create success. Until next time, take care and God

Bless.
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